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The intrauterine environment is critical for healthy prenatal growth and affects neonatal survival and later health. Mercury

is a toxic metal which can freely cross the placenta and disrupt a wide range of cellular processes. Many observational

studies have investigated mercury exposure and prenatal growth, but no prior review has synthesised this evidence. Four

relevant publication databases (Embase, MEDLINE/PubMed, PsycINFO, and Scopus) were systematically searched to

identify studies of prenatal mercury exposure and birth weight, birth length, or head circumference. Study quality was

assessed using the NIH Quality Assessment Tool, and results synthesised in a narrative review. Twenty-seven studies met

the review criteria, these were in 17 countries and used 8 types of mercury biomarker. Studies of birth weight (total = 27)

involving populations with high levels of mercury exposure, non-linear methods, or identified as high quality were more

likely to report an association with mercury, but overall results were inconsistent. Most studies reported no strong

evidence of association between mercury and birth length (n = 14) or head circumference (n = 14). 
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1. Introduction

Prenatal development involves the growth and development of foetal internal systems and is implicated in a range of later

health outcomes. Overall prenatal growth and intrauterine health are commonly benchmarked after birth using neonatal

birth weight, birth length (crown to heel), head circumference, and other anthropometric measures . The prevalence of

births classed as low birth weight (<2500 g) globally in 2015 was 14.6%  and the rate of decline is not on course to meet

WHO targets . Growth measures at birth are predictive of infant mortality , risk of childhood illness and impaired

development , and may even be associated with long-term adult health . The most up to date (2015) report on

childhood mortality estimated that 45% of deaths (2.6 million) below the age of 5 years were neonates, most linked to

prenatal or intrapartum conditions .

Prenatal development is dependent upon an optimal intrauterine environment and foetal responses to this environment,

which are mediated by mechanisms such as the production of foetal and placental hormones, modified blood flow, and

metabolic changes . The developmental environment is also linked to maternal reproductive health and is sensitive to

maternal nutrition and contact with harmful environmental agents . Identifying hazardous substances and reducing

exposure to them may be an effective way of improving overall neonatal health and survival .

The toxic metal mercury (Hg) is one such substance of concern and is frequently flagged in antenatal care guidance

usually in the context of advice on fish consumption . Mercury is abundant in the earth’s crust and is mobilised into the

environment through human industrial activity and natural events such as volcanic activity . Routes to human

contact are well documented , and include the food chain, soil, water contamination, and mercury-containing

cosmetics and other goods .

The human toxicity of mercury varies depending on the duration of exposure, dosage, and the specific compound of

mercury. Elemental mercury when ingested is relatively benign due to low gastrointestinal absorption, but when inhaled

can enter the blood stream where it can cross both the placenta and blood–brain barrier. In contrast, inorganic mercury

when ingested tends to accumulate within the kidneys and can also be formed within the body from oxidised elemental

mercury. Both forms are highly reactive with sulphur-containing proteins and can deactivate enzymes, inhibit DNA

methylation and cell division, and lead to oxidative stress and cell death . Methylmercury (MeHg)—an organic

compound bound with carbon—is the most bioavailable form of mercury and can easily enter the body through the

digestion of contaminated foods . MeHg is lipid soluble and can be distributed throughout the body with a high reactivity

with sulfhydryl groups, leading to disruption of a wide range of basic cellular functions .
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Mercury may be a threat to the developing foetus because both elemental and organic forms of mercury can cross the

placenta during gestation , where it may accumulate in a far higher dose-to-weight ratio than is possible in an adult.

The removal and excretion of mercury is relatively slow: in adults elemental mercury has a biological half-life of 35–90

days, inorganic mercury approximately 40 days, and methylmercury approximately 65 days . Therefore, prolonged

exposure may lead to the accumulation of harmful quantities. However, whether low level mercury exposure during

pregnancy harms foetal growth to any measurable degree is unclear. There have been many observational studies

investigating this question, but no prior meta-analyses or systematic reviews have been published.

Governmental and non-governmental organisation guidelines for fish consumption as a source of mercury exposure vary,

in terms of quantity and species to avoid . This is in part due to uncertainty about the cost/benefits of associated

nutrients and elements in fish, including mercury. Much of the focus of previous research has been on the

neurodevelopmental impact of mercury exposure. However, the widespread reactivity of mercury makes it possible that

exposure interferes with overall foetal growth and not only the brain. The aim of this study is to review the evidence on

mercury exposure during pregnancy and prenatal growth. Specific objectives are: (1) to systematically search for studies

of prenatal mercury exposure and perinatal growth outcomes; (2) to evaluate the quality of the existing evidence; (3) to

synthesise the evidence and compare for differences based on quality and other methodological dimensions.

2. Current Insights

Currently, identified a diverse range of studies including populations including populations together encompassing a wide

range of Hg concentrations. Biomarkers were used that correspond with mercury exposure during preconception, early,

late, and the full term of pregnancy.

When considering only studies that adjusted for key confounders and were considered high quality, a greater proportion of

results reported strong evidence of a negative association of mercury concentrations with birthweight. Overall, most model

estimates were negative, and a minority of analyses found stronger evidence of a negative association. However, taken

together most analyses from these studies did not indicate strong evidence of an association between maternal mercury

concentrations and birth weight. Confidence intervals which did not overlap with the null were reported in 16 estimates

from 11 studies, out of a total of 49 estimates from 27 studies. These analyses tended to use subgroups by Hg levels or

use cohorts with relatively higher mean mercury concentrations than other studies of the same tissue, but this pattern was

inconsistent.

A clearer pattern was seen with birth length and head circumference. Almost all studies reported no strong evidence that

prenatal mercury exposure is associated with birth length (10 of 14 studies), or head circumference (13 of 14 studies).

While there were a few studies of these two outcomes that reported a negative association, it may be that unidentified

confounding or other methodological challenges have influenced their results. The lack of strong evidence was similar

when considering only high quality studies, although studies tended to show negative associations which overlapped with

the null particularly results from high quality studies of head circumference. It is therefore not possible to rule out a small

negative effect which studies were underpowered to detect.

The prevalence of mercury in the environment and well publicised dangers from contamination events has led to chronic

mercury exposure at lower levels being a concern for both health professionals and pregnant women. Both NHS (National

Health Service, in England) and CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, in the USA) guidelines, among others,

identify mercury as a danger during pregnancy and recommend avoiding excessive consumption of mercury-containing

foods . This review does not find strong evidence that lower levels of exposure common to most countries is

associated with prenatal growth. If this is accurate, it is possible that guidance to avoid dietary mercury may be

unnecessary or overly complicated for any marginal gain in birth outcomes. Such guidance is not without potential harms,

including the loss of the many beneficial nutrients contained in fish .

Two major events have informed much of our awareness of acute mercury toxicity: seed grain contamination in Basra,

Iraq, and coastal pollution in Minamata, Japan . Both resulted in detrimental effects on foetal growth and infant

mortality. However, in both cases the exposure was qualitatively different from that of chronic exposure from diet. In

Basra, grain stores were treated with a fungicide containing organic mercury species, which led to mass poisoning in the

following months . In Minamata, an industrial plant contaminated the bay and marine life within it with organic mercury

compounds . In contrast, chronic dietary exposure as studied in this review frequently involves bio-methylation of

elemental or inorganic species into methylmercury. Secondly, both contamination events involved far higher levels of

mercury accumulation than any study in this review reported: hair mercury concentrations peaked in Basra at 120 to 600
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μg/g  and in Minamata a maximum of 705 μg/g was reported . It may be that the harms seen from acute poisoning

are not generalisable to chronic exposure.

The strengths of the study are firstly that it is the first systematic review of the large number of studies which were

conducted on prenatal mercury exposure and foetal growth. Secondly, a wide variety of populations were involved and

study authors reported the predominant modes of exposure to include cooking with liquefied natural gas , rice

consumption , local fish consumption in areas contaminated with small scale gold or tin mining , and seafood

consumption ([e.g., ). It also includes populations with Western diets that have relatively low levels of mercury exposure

(e.g., ). Thirdly, we were able to identify studies which used a variety of types of tissue to measure prenatal

mercury exposure. These can contain different forms of mercury and are sensitive to different durations of mercury

exposure. Finally, we followed methods pre-specified by a protocol and used tools such as albatross plots to review the

evidence in a systematic manner. By doing so, we have avoided focusing solely on the positive or most interesting results

from each study.

There are several possible limitations to this review. First, the heterogeneity of biomarkers used to measure mercury

made it difficult to compare results between all studies. We identified two comprehensive reviews of mercury biomarkers

which informed our comparisons , but there is a degree of uncertainty in our current knowledge of how mercury

accumulates and is distributed across tissues. Consequently, it was not possible to compare mean mercury

concentrations between biomarkers, and we were unable to identify with confidence which study populations experienced

the highest levels of prenatal mercury exposure. This impaired our ability to make judgements of potential non-linear

effects at higher levels of mercury exposure.
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